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We are proud to announce our exciting collaboration with Farmers for Forests to

implement our innovative agroforestry intervention in Pune District. 

We are truly honored to be part of this groundbreaking collaboration, working hand in

hand with Farmers for Forests. Together, our shared values and collective dedication will

empower farmers, restore farmlands, and create a sustainable future for all.

www.agrorangers.org 
+91-7709920155 founder@agrorangers.org
Dhamari, Pune, Maharashtra, India - 410505
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Key Activities
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         TRAINING PROGRAMS 

We conducted group training programs on Agroforestry for farmers at Wada,

Ghodegaon., Dhamari and Kawathe Yemai. Our team shared insights on the importance of

Agroforestry in saving soil health and supporting economic resilience for farmers.

Over 300+ farmers attended the programs, and we are implementing Agroforestry

intervention on their 150 acres of farmlands this year.
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'BHUMI PUJAN'
CEREMONY AT FARM 
We had the inspiring Bhumi Pujan

ceremony at our one of the farmer,

Sudhir Palande's farm, which marked the

beginning of the transformative journey

of implementing our project 'Sahajeevan

Agroforestry' by initiating pit digging for

plantation.

AWARNESS CYCLING
TOUR ON 

'MILLETS FOR ALL'

Our founder Siddhesh Sakore and his friend

Raghunath went on 3 days awareness cycling

tour from May 26th to May 28th, 2023. They

covered total of 680 kms from Pondicherry

to Kerala.

 During their tour they Spreaded the word

about the incredible benefits of millets

across three beautiful states

We are happy to share that AGRO RANGERS has been featured in YourStory.com's social

story! As a startup focused on promoting regenerative organic farming practices in India's

agricultural sector, we are proud to be part of Cohort 9 of The Nudge Institute Incubator.

AGRO RANGERS HAS BEEN FEATURED IN
YOURSTORY.COM'S SOCIAL STORY
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https://yourstory.com/socialstory/2023/01/nudge-incubator-problem-solvers-working-indias-most-critical-livelihood-challenge


TEAM NISARG FOUNDATION VISITS 
AGRO RANGERS

Chirag Kathrani, Panelist at Nisarg foundation, and Vikrant Shrivastava, CEO of Nisarg

foundation, along with their dedicated team members. 

    We were thrilled to showcase our progress and project updates to them during their

recent visit. We also had the privilege of sharing insights into our ongoing 'Sahajeevan

Dryland Agroforestry intervention' to them.
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A SUSTAINABLE SHELTER FOR
'GROWTH'

We have created a temporary structure, crafted with care and using the wonders of

bamboo and shade net. This creation is designed to nurture and safeguard the saplings

from animals destined for our groundbreaking 'Sahajeevan Agroforestry Project.'

Also, we have started distributing drip irrigation material to the farmers and soon to be

starting distributing samplings.
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DONATE

DONATE US
Name: AGRO RANGERS TRUST
Bank Name: Canara Bank
Bank Address: 
Kendur, Tehsil – Shirur, Dist.
Pune. - 412403
Account No.: 110034672930
IFSC Code: CNRB0015333

NEXT 3 MONTHS PLAN

To dug pits for 150 acres of farmland to prepare it for
plantation..
To distribute drip irrigation system and install it on 150
acres of farmland.
To distribute selected agroforestry saplings at farmland
locations. 
 Collect soil samples of selected farmers for soil testing.

Next three months plan-
1.

2.

3.

4.

"Thank you so much to all our donors, friends, partner organizations,

supporters and AGRO RANGERS team who made our work possible. We

believe one day we will achieve our vision of rejuvenating soil and generating

sustainable livelihoods for farmers. I would like to invite you to be part of our

journey by contributing financially, volunteering and in collaboration. 

-Siddhesh Sakore (Founder and Director)
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